ABSTRACT

We analyze optical layer outages in a large backbone, using data for over a year from thousands of optical channels carrying live IP layer traffic. Our analysis uncovers several findings that can help improve network management and routing. For instance, we find that optical links have a wide range of availabilities, which questions the common assumption in fault-tolerant routing designs that all links have equal failure probabilities. We also find that by monitoring changes in optical signal quality (not visible at IP layer), we can better predict (probabilistically) future outages. Our results suggest that backbone traffic engineering strategies should consider current and past optical layer performance and route computation should be based on the outage-risk profile of the underlying optical links.
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1. WHY STUDY OPTICAL LINKS?

Wide-area backbone networks (WANs) of Internet service providers and cloud providers are the workhorses of Internet traffic delivery. Providers spend millions of dollars building access points around the world and interconnecting them through optical links. Improving the availability and efficiency of the WAN is central to their ability to provide services in a reliable, cost-effective manner. Consequently, there has been significant research into measuring and characterizing various aspects of WANs, including topology, routing, traffic, and reliability [4, 9–11, 18].

However, prior studies tend to focus exclusively on the IP layer, and little is publicly known about the characteristics of the optical layer which forms the physical transmission medium of WANs. There are studies that focus on dispersion and modulation [2, 5, 8, 14, 24, 25], but few reports exist on basic characteristics of operational optical backbones such as their availability and failures. While certain factors (e.g., expected signal quality) may be measured in the lab, only an “in the wild” characterization can shed light on the behavior and the combined impact of many others (e.g., equipment failures, maintenance events).

Studying optical layer characteristics of backbone networks is not simply a matter of curiosity. The health of this layer ultimately determines the network’s effectiveness at carrying traffic. For instance, poor optical signal quality can lead to corruption and even silent packet drops [22]. In addition, optical layer outages bring down IP routes and disrupt traffic. Thus, better awareness of this layer can improve WAN route selection and traffic engineering.

This paper presents preliminary results from our analysis of availability, outages, and signal quality of optical segments that form the backbone of a large cloud provider. An optical segment corresponds to a fiber and carries multiple channels, where each channel corresponds to a different wavelength and router port. IP layer links map to optical channels. Our study covers data from hundreds of optical segments and thousands of optical channels for over a year.

We uncover several notable characteristics of this backbone. First, the availability (i.e., uptime) of different optical segments and channels differs by over three orders of magnitude. Second, the distribution of time to repair of planned outages is similar for both optical segments and channels, even though a segment outage tends to represent an order of magnitude greater impairment in network capacity. Third, almost four in five optical segment outages are unidirectional; i.e., one direction is functional while the other is down. Finally, outages can be predicted (probabilistically) based on sudden drops in optical signal quality (which is not visible at the IP layer). There is a 50% chance of an outage within an hour of a drop event and a 70% chance of an outage within one day.

Our findings motivate smarter IP layer management and routing, one that is aware of optical layer characteristics. For instance, a common assumption in fault-tolerant routing schemes is that each IP layer link is equally likely to fail [18], but we find such links can have drastically different failure probabilities; moreover, many IP layer links
traversing the same segment often fail together. Because more accurate failure probability for IP layer links can be computed by monitoring optical signal quality, traffic engineering frameworks such as SWAN [10] and B4 [11] should monitor optical signal quality and compute IP layer routes based on physical link-failure probabilities.

Our results are preliminary and may not hold for other optical backbones. That being said, the management practices of the backbone we study are industry-standard, and it shares optical fiber conduits with many other backbones. In the future, we plan to expand our analysis to more backbone networks and fully develop our routing approach.

2. OPTICS BENEATH THE IP LAYER

This section provides a brief background of optical backbone networks with a focus on aspects relevant to our work. While there are multiple optical network architectures [3, 13, 16, 26], we focus on the most common one: IP-over-OTN (optical transport network). Figure 1 shows a simplified view of such a network.

The WAN is composed of optical links (segments) and optical cross-connects (OXCs) in different PoPs (points-of-presence). OXCs use wavelength division multiplexing (WDM) to combine multiple wavelengths onto a single fiber and steer different wavelength combinations to different neighbors. Each wavelength is called an optical channel and is connected to a router port using transponders that convert electrical signals to and from modulated light. The maximum number of channels that a fiber can carry depends on the WDM technology. The actual number of channels carried over a deployed fiber depends on the provisioned hardware (e.g., transponders and router ports).

IP routers connect to aggregation devices that multiplex channels and isolate routers from the optical WAN, allowing routers to evolve independently. For instance, when router ports have lower capacity than an optical channel, the aggregation device can time-multiplex (or “groom”) multiple router ports onto the channel. Aggregation devices generate and terminate optical signals carried over the WAN. The connectivity between routers and aggregation devices may be optical as well, but the signal coming from the router is decoded (i.e., converted to electrical domain) by aggregation devices. The aggregation devices will then generate a fresh optical signal, possibly after combining information from multiple router ports.

The data-rate of an optical channel depends on its modulation. Earlier systems used simple modulation, such as On-Off Keying (OOK) with 10 Gbps per channel. Today, 100 Gbps per channel is widely available through more efficient modulation such as Polarization-Multiplexed Quadrature Phase-Shift Keying (PM-QPSK). Our backbone has several modulations, ranging from 10 to 250 Gbps. We focus on 100 Gbps channels, which dominate deployment.

The top right link in Figure 1 zooms into an example of inter-OXC connectivity with two optical segments, one for each direction of traffic. To enable long reach, segments have amplifiers that amplify the signal in the optical domain (i.e., without decoding). The two (directional) segments share a fiber conduit (which is a raceway for enclosing optical fibers), but their fiber and amplifiers are separate.

3. DATASET

Our analysis is based on 14 months of data, from February 2015 to April 2016, taken from Microsoft’s optical backbone in North America. This backbone has $O(50)$ OXCs, $O(100)$ WAN segments, and $O(1000)$ optical channels. For confidentiality, we do not report the exact numbers.

We poll the aggregation devices for the optical signal Quality factor (Q-factor) for all 100Gbps channels. The Q-factor measures the quality of an analog signal in terms of its signal-to-noise ratio (SNR). It takes into account physical impairments to the signal (e.g., noise, chromatic dispersion) which can degrade the signal and ultimately cause bit errors. It is defined as $Q = \frac{\mu_1 - \mu_0}{\sigma_1 + \sigma_0}$, where $\mu_1$ and $\mu_0$ correspond to the power levels of the transmitted ‘1’s and ‘0’s, and $\sigma_1$ and $\sigma_0$ correspond to the standard deviation of the noise on ‘1’s and ‘0’s, respectively. Higher values of the Q-factor imply better SNR and, thus, lower probability of bit errors.

The devices sample the Q-factor once per second, and at 15-minute intervals, they report the minimum, maximum and average across all samples in the last interval. In this work, we analyze the average values. Because our data have a 15-minute granularity, we do not capture events lasting much less than 15 minutes. The minimum and maximum values are same as the average for the vast majority of time.

The segments in our data range from 5 to 2600 Km in length. Each segment has multiple channels, and each channel traverses a fixed segment. There is no dynamic re-routing of wavelengths in our backbone. Segments carry between 10 and 200 channels.

4. ANALYSIS OF OPTICAL OUTAGES

Figure 2 illustrates the Q-factor of a sample 100 Gbps channel over time. In this channel, the Q-factor is mostly stable with mean 13.8 and variance 0.3. Occasionally, the Q-factor drops to smaller values, indicating a complete loss of light or low SNR on the channel. Low SNR can lead to

Figure 1: Overview of an IP over OTN wide area network.
a complete inability to decode incoming transmissions or to an erroneous decoding process (i.e., packet corruption).

The Q-factor threshold for error-free signal recovery depends on several factors, including the optical gear, modulation format, and the forward error correction (FEC) logic. In our backbone, the Q-factor threshold for 100Gbps QPSK channels is 6.5; below this threshold, the signal is unrecoverable (hashed red area), and above this region, it is recoverable (solid green area). When an optical channel is in the red area, it is considered “unavailable”, and the corresponding IP layer link is down.

The two circled areas in the figure mark when the Q-factor has dropped from its stable value but is still above the recovery threshold. In Section 5, we will demonstrate the power of such Q-factor drop events, which we call Q-drops from here on, to predict outages.

4.1 Availability and Time to Repair

We analyze the Q-factor time series for thousands of 100 Gbps channels and compute the percentage of time each channel is available (i.e., values above 6.5). The red (lower) curve in Figure 3 plots the CDF of all channels’ availability percentage. Due to confidentiality concerns, we do not report the exact availability numbers; instead, we report the relative number of nines in the availability percentage. For example, (x)9s means the channel is available with x number of nines; 99.9% has three nines.

For our purposes, the exact value of x is not as important as the difference in availability across channels. The graph shows that the availability of different channels can differ by over three orders of magnitude. We observe similar distributions for time between failures as well. Thus, unlike common practice, IP layer route computation systems should not assume equal failure probability for different IP links.

Some outages, like fiber cuts and amplifier failures, impact an entire segment, causing all channels in the segment to become unavailable. Other outages, like hardware failures, impact some channels but not all. A segment-level outage happens when all channels traversing that segment are unavailable.

Of the hundreds of outage events in our data, 40% are segment-level, with the remaining 60% impacting only a subset of channels traversing the segment. This suggests that optical-link components in the middle of the link (e.g., amplifiers and fibers) fail with roughly the same probability as the components on the edges, though the impact of the former is higher because multiple Tbps of capacity are lost when a segment fails.

The black (upper) curve in Figure 3 shows the CDF of segment availability across all segments. Segments have higher availability in general; this is expected, as segment outages imply channel outages but not the other way around. As in channel availability, however, there is a wide difference in the availability of different segments.

Outages can be caused by planned maintenance (e.g., line card replacement) or unplanned events (e.g., fiber cut, hardware failure, power failure). The impact of an unplanned outage on traffic is more drastic than that of a planned one. The Q-factor data do not distinguish between planned or unplanned outages, but based on our conversations with operations personnel and our investigation of maintenance records, we infer that planned maintenance normally starts at 10 PM Pacific time, regardless of location. In our analysis below, to study planned and unplanned separately, we assume that the planned outages are those that start between 10 PM and 12 AM Pacific time.

Time to repair (TTR) is an important factor in maintaining highly-available systems. Figure 4 plots the CDF of TTR for planned and unplanned channel and segment outages. The x-axis is in log-scale. For confidentiality, we do not report the values on the x-axis. As the figure shows, the TTR distributions for planned segment and channel outages are roughly similar, even though segment outages represent a larger im-
pairment and loss in network capacity and repair staff must often travel to remote sites to repair them. On the other hand, the TTR distributions for unplanned segment and channel outages are different. Except for the tail, which may be explained by the difficulty to acquiring the failed component in a timely manner, channel outages tend to be repaired faster.

### 4.2 Directional symmetry

We now ask whether segment outages are symmetric, i.e., both directions fail simultaneously. While separate fiber cores and amplifiers are used for each direction, fiber conduits and electrical power sources are shared. Hence, a segment outage in both directions suggests the unplanned failure or maintenance of a shared component (e.g., a fiber cut that damages the conduit), whereas a single-sided outage suggests hardware issues that are unique to each direction.

We measure the percentage of time overlap between the two directions of light in all segment-level outages. Figure 5 shows that 68% of the unplanned and 58% of the planned outages are completely one-sided, i.e., with 0% overlap between two directions. Less than 30% of outages impact both directions of a segment, i.e., 100% overlap. This result suggests that failures of shared components are a less frequent source of segment level outages, and failure of other equipment is a more frequent cause. Our analysis of trouble tickets from the backbone supports this conclusion.

### 4.3 Dependence on time of day

We next ask if outages are more likely to happen at a specific time of day or day of the week. Figure 6 shows the histogram of outages binned by time of day. The time reference is with respect to the location of the receiving end of the segment and the start of the outage. The horizontal line denotes the y-value if the outages were equally likely at all hours of the day.

As the figure indicates, most planned outages happen between 11 PM and 1 AM local time. As mentioned earlier, this is because of the scheduling of many maintenance activities at 10 PM Pacific time. In contrast, unplanned outages have a diurnal pattern. They peak at 8 AM and 2 PM and dip around noon and 5 PM. Our trouble ticket logs show many outages are accidental damage of maintenance work that is unrelated to the backbone (e.g., road construction).

The day of week pattern in Figure 7 suggests unplanned outages are likely to happen any day of the week, with Sundays and Mondays the least probable and Wednesdays and Saturdays the most probable.

## 5. OUTAGE PREDICTION

In this section, we reveal the power of Q-drop events to predict channel-level outages. For a 100 Gbps QPSK channel, a Q-drop event is when the Q-factor value drops from its stable value but remains above the threshold of 6.5. In Figure 2, these events are marked with circles. During such events, the channel is still available, and the degradation is not visible at the IP layer.

In this analysis, for each channel, we first compute the probability of an outage within a window of time and call
it $P(\text{outage})$. We then define $P(\text{outage given Q-drop})$ as the probability of observing an outage in the channel given a prior Q-drop event within the same window (in the same channel). Figure 8 plots the average probabilities across all channels as a function of window size, from 1 hour to 30 days. In this analysis, we do not distinguish between planned and unplanned outages. Expectedly, $P(\text{outage})$ increases as window size increases; the larger the window of time, the greater the likelihood of an outage happening within that window. In fact, for a window of 7 days, the probability of an outage occurrence increases to 70% if there has been a Q-drop event in the past. For example, for a window of 7 days, the probability of outage occurrence increases to 70% if there has been a Q-drop event within that week. This means Q-drop events are strong predictors of future outages.

This result suggests integrating two new features for IP layer network management. First, we should monitor Q-drop events and raise an alarm when they occur. Investigating such events and addressing their root causes may prevent some outages. Second, once a Q-drop happens, until the event has been diagnosed and fixed, the failure probability of the IP layer link should be updated and appropriate actions taken. For example, high priority traffic should be moved away from the impacted link.

We also find that, compared to Q-drop events, past outages are less predictive of future outages. To arrive at this finding, we compute the probability of an outage given the occurrence of a prior outage in the window and plot the average among all channels labeled as $P(\text{outage given outage})$, as shown in Figure 8. The fact that $P(\text{outage given outage})$ closely follows $P(\text{outage})$ curve means outages are memoryless, and the occurrence of an outage does not necessarily mean an increased probability of another outage for the same channel.

This result confirms the independence of outages assumption in previous traffic engineering work using Forward Fault Correction [18]. However, FFC assumes constant and equal outage probability over time and across links, while we show that the Q-drops indicate the outage probabilities change over time and differ across links (Section 4). In the next section we explain the implications of our analysis on IP layer route computation and traffic engineering.

6. TOWARD OPTICAL LAYER AWARE TRAFFIC ENGINEERING

Our findings suggest several ways IP layer network management and routing can be improved by factoring in optical layer characteristics. In this section, we focus on a particular case we are currently investigating in detail: improving traffic engineering so that traffic is less likely to traverse the paths more likely to fail. This change would improve application performance, as IP layer failures result in heavy packet losses, at least in the time between the occurrence and the detection of failures.

Improving the efficiency of routing in the WAN has already been the focus of several studies. Recently, SWAN [10] and B4 [11] introduced traffic engineering (TE) systems with software control planes that perform periodic and centralized route computation for different classes of service in the WAN. However, neither work considers the availability of the physical layer.

The results in Sections 4 and 5 have direct implications for TE decisions. First, the wide range of availabilities and time between failures among optical links implies the common assumption in fault-tolerant routing designs that all links have equal failure probabilities [18] does not hold, and new failure models based on measured optical link outages should be adopted. Second, the predictive power of Q-drop events on outages implies that route selection can greatly benefit from periodically updating risk estimates of optical links and making it less likely for traffic to traverse high-risk paths.

Hence, we suggest using centralized TE controllers to periodically compute routes based on dynamic risk profiles of optical links, along with IP layer metrics. The controller
high volumes of traffic. Our work is complementary; we way infrastructures and used traceroute to identify parts of correspondence between long-haul fiber-optic, roadway, and rail-bone infrastructure using public data. They observed a corre-

sements such as seasonal soil temperature variations. Unlike our work, which is based on measurements in the wild, their research was based on laboratory studies.

Several studies have characterized dispersion in deployed fiber. For example, Feuerstein [5] considered polarization mode dispersion (PMD), chromatic dispersion (CD), and dispersion slope in 70 spans (i.e., portions of segments between two amplifiers); Woodward et al. [24, 25] studied the state-of-polarization (SOP) and real-time PMD on six fiber paths; Bulow et al. [2] examined PMD fluctuations of an installed fiber; finally, Karlsson et al. [14] compared the temporal drift properties of two similar fibers. In contrast to these previous studies, our work studies a much larger deployment and focuses on signal quality, availability, and outages.

Ghobadi et al. [8] reported on a three-month study of Q-factor data from Microsoft’s optical backbone. They computed the SNR and evaluated whether fiber segments can support higher-order modulations to increase the amount of traffic carried. In this study, we use 14 months of data to report on channel and segment outages.

Filer et al. [6] studied the deployed optical infrastructure of Microsoft’s backbone and discussed the benefits of optical elasticity. They expressed a long-term goal of unifying the optical control plane with routers under a single Software Defined Network controller. They recognized YANG [1] and SNMP as potential starting points for a standard data model and control interface between the optical layer and the extend WAN traffic controller. In this work, we do not focus on the control interface, rather we explore how the optical data can be used by the WAN controller.

Ji et al. [12] evaluated the outage probability of optical networks due to dispersion variations from the seasonal and regional temperature variations; Li et al. [17] modeled the probability of an optical link outage due to optical impairments such as seasonal soil temperature variations. Unlike our work, which is based on measurements in the wild, their research was based on laboratory studies.

Durairajan et al. [4] constructed a map of US optical backbone infrastructure using public data. They observed a corre-

spondence between long-haul fiber-optic, roadway, and railway infrastructures and used traceroute to identify parts of the backbone with high levels of infrastructure sharing and high volumes of traffic. Our work is complementary; we have access to the internal topology of our optical backbone, so our focus is on measuring and predicting outages.

In our work, which is based on measurements in the wild, their research was based on laboratory studies.

7. RELATED WORK

Our work builds on three lines of related work.

Optical layer characterization: Several studies have characterized dispersion in deployed fiber. For example, Feuerstein [5] considered polarization mode dispersion (PMD), chromatic dispersion (CD), and dispersion slope in 70 spans (i.e., portions of segments between two amplifiers); Woodward et al. [24, 25] studied the state-of-polarization (SOP) and real-time PMD on six fiber paths; Bulow et al. [2] examined PMD fluctuations of an installed fiber; finally, Karlsson et al. [14] compared the temporal drift properties of two similar fibers. In contrast to these previous studies, our work studies a much larger deployment and focuses on signal quality, availability, and outages.

Ghobadi et al. [8] reported on a three-month study of Q-factor data from Microsoft’s optical backbone. They computed the SNR and evaluated whether fiber segments can support higher-order modulations to increase the amount of traffic carried. In this study, we use 14 months of data to report on channel and segment outages.

Filer et al. [6] studied the deployed optical infrastructure of Microsoft’s backbone and discussed the benefits of optical elasticity. They expressed a long-term goal of unifying the optical control plane with routers under a single Software Defined Network controller. They recognized YANG [1] and SNMP as potential starting points for a standard data model and control interface between the optical layer and the extend WAN traffic controller. In this work, we do not focus on the control interface, rather we explore how the optical data can be used by the WAN controller.

Ji et al. [12] evaluated the outage probability of optical networks due to dispersion variations from the seasonal and regional temperature variations; Li et al. [17] modeled the probability of an optical link outage due to optical impairments such as seasonal soil temperature variations. Unlike our work, which is based on measurements in the wild, their research was based on laboratory studies.

Durairajan et al. [4] constructed a map of US optical backbone infrastructure using public data. They observed a corre-

spondence between long-haul fiber-optic, roadway, and railway infrastructures and used traceroute to identify parts of the backbone with high levels of infrastructure sharing and high volumes of traffic. Our work is complementary; we have access to the internal topology of our optical backbone, so our focus is on measuring and predicting outages.

8. CONCLUSIONS

In this paper, we take a preliminary look at optical impai-

ments in a large backbone by studying the quality of the signal of thousands of channels for over a year. We find optical channels have a wide range of availabilities, and failures can be predicted using drops in signal quality that are not visible at the IP layer. Our findings question the common assumption in fault-tolerant routing designs that all links are equally likely to fail. They also suggest that traffic engineering systems should factor in the dynamic failure probabilities of different links using optical layer data.
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